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OVERVIEW
 Advances in social media have opened a
world of opportunities for risk and crisis
communication professionals
 Sharing information across public and private
sectors, work remotely during emergency
activations, and disseminate necessary
emergency information about a crisis with various
stakeholder groups.

 Emerging technology communication
platforms are transforming how risk and crisis
communicators reach their audiences and
partner agencies in emergencies and
disasters.
 EX. Practitioners can develop and disseminate
timely and consistent crisis messages across
multiple social media platforms.

Social media within crisis
communications
“If communities depend on information for their survival in times of
crisis, then communication technologies are their lifelines,”
(“New technologies in emergencies and conflicts report,” 2010, p. 4).

 These emerging technologies have allowed people to feel
they have more control over the crisis as well as more
connection to the community (Shklovski, Burke, Kiesler, & Kraut,
2010).
 The speed of information sharing across these platforms
coupled with the organic creation of viral key terms and
hashtags create new challenges for risk and crisis
communicators handling uncertainty and credibility issues in
the virtual world.

Purpose of Research
 Focuses on the social media analysis and modeling of Hurricane
Irene, which impacted most of the East Coast of the United
States in August 2011.
 Determine what constitutes to have a “good” crisis message
during a disaster or crisis situation, such as a natural disaster.

Background: Hurricane Irene
"I cannot stress this highly enough: If you are in the projected path of this
hurricane, take precautions now. The federal government has spent the
better part of last week working … to see to it that we're prepared. All
indications point to this being a historic hurricane."
- President Barack Obama, August 26, 2011

Method
 A total of 2,157 updates were collected from August 22 to
September 1, 2011 from the social media monitoring site Social
Mention during the time Hurricane Irene hit the East Coast of the
United States.
 Data was collected and downloaded into CSV files for analysis.

 Scale items were incorporated into model based on previous crisis
communication and social media literature
 Through analysis of these data and the integration of qualitative
and quantitative value modeling techniques, the researchers will
determine a set of best practices and propose a simple baseline
model for what comprises a “good” crisis message, using the
collected Hurricane Irene data as a proof-of-concept model.

Results
 Analysis of these updates reveals the
range of uncertainty in emergency
response actions by first responders.
 Govt agencies involved in the response
were inconsistent in the implementation of
effective and consistent hashtags in Twitter.
 Unique challenges arose regarding the
processes used by practitioners to monitor
emerging risks and other emergency issues
related to Hurricane Irene within social
media.

Qualitative value model for
Crisis Message

Function

Objective

Modeling
 Steps for constructing a qualitative value model:
 Identify overall function – what is the purpose of the
system (i.e. the purpose of a “good” crisis message)
 What are the supporting functions?
 What is the objective of the supporting functions (i.e.
what should they do)?
 How can we measure how well the supportive
functions are doing?
 Are there existing values for these functions
(accredited scales, existing measures) or must
these be created? Are they objective or
subjective measurements?

Modeling
 Next steps:
 We are currently using objective and subjective
scales to measure the performance of our messages
against our model
 This model will be adjusted by weighting the most
important factors and checking against Hurricane
Irene conversation data
 This model will be blind tested against data from
Hurricanes Katia and Lee to see if it accurately
predicts what crisis messages are “messages that
matter” (SocialMention)

Future Recommendations
for Research & Practice
 Implications for this research include
guidelines for effective crisis
communication monitoring through social
media platform.
 Implications to tiers & sub categories for
key terms within social media
 Social media platforms need to have
personalized crisis messages that
incorporate the findings from this analysis.
 Convergence of social media and mobile
technologies in communicating during
crisis
 These guidelines can be applied for allhazards planning and response activities.

Current Case: Indiana & KY
Tornados (2012)
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Comments?
Thank you very much.
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